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Abstract. The examination of users’ socio-contextual attributes and their impact
on their privacy management is of great importance in order for self-adaptive
privacy preserving schemes to be effectively designed within cloud computing
environments. However, several ambitious adaptive privacy schemes, presented
in previous literature, seem to fail to examine those attributes in depth. To address
that, this paper proposes the development of an interdisciplinary measurement
scale, embodying validated metrics from both privacy and sociological literature.
The scale provides the thoroughly identification of users’ social landscape interre-
lated with their privacy behaviours and its utilization is expected to lay the ground
for the developers to meet efficiently both users’ social requirements and systems’
technical ones, before performing adaptive privacy mechanisms in cloud.
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1 Introduction

The dominant utilization of cloud computing poses new challenges for both providers
and consumers, especially as far as privacy protection is concerned [1]. Despite the fact
that several privacy models and data encryption technologies have been used to pre-
serve privacy in the cloud, these - regardless of the selected deployment model - do not
support perplexed computing [1, 2]. Due to the several stakeholders’ involvement and
interactions [3], the personal information gathered, analyzed and distributed is rapidly
increasing, making privacy protection hard to be achieved [4]. Furthermore, although
cloud providers specify and provide a variety of privacy policies, there is no guarantee
that they employ these policies efficiently, while in many cases, it is difficult for users to
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implement them by themselves. Either they often do not realize the implications of their
privacy settings choices, e.g. within Facebook, or sometimes they voluntarily disclose
personal information, since they valuemore the perceived benefits than the risks deriving
from this procedure [5]. Up to this point, it had been acknowledged that privacy policies
and technical measures cannot safeguard privacy, when ignoring users’ social norms,
since privacy is a normative concept, reflecting not only technical, but also social, legal
and political notions [6]. Consequently, in parallel with cloud computing evolvement,
privacy concept and respective frameworks are also shifting, outlined by several different
terms and methodologies, e.g. networked privacy, on line privacy, intellectual privacy,
informational privacy, decisional privacy, social privacy, institutional privacy, privacy in
context, social network privacy [7–10]. Thus, besides their differences, it is important
to note that a large body among them acknowledges that users’ socio-technical context,
characteristics and relationships are important for privacy examination and protection
[11], indicating that privacy is defined multi-dimensionally, both individually and col-
lectively [7]. This contextualized nature of privacy brings it to the forefront the need for a
new customized design of privacy preservation schemes within cloud, in a more adaptive
way, so as for the respective systems to be usable and to mitigate privacy risks [3, 4, 12].
Towards this, self-adaptive privacy schemes and mechanisms are introduced, aiming to
provide integrated user-centric models, based on users’ social and technological context
[13]. Since cloud providers offer more personalized and context-aware services, there is
a growing need to further understand users’ socio-contextual factors that influence their
privacy management and to redefine the interaction among them and the privacy aware
systems [4]. Despite the fact that several ambitious adaptive privacy schemes presented
in previous literature (see Sect. 2) consider users social attributes and context, these seem
to fail to examine them in depth. However, in order for the self-adaptive privacy aware
systems to be optimally developed, it is essential to take into account empirical data
related to users’ socio-contextual attributes within their interacting frameworks in and
out of information systems [14]. Gaining more input from users [15] is critical for the
provided services, so as to face the question of how they will be protected in an adaptive
way, when using personal and context-aware services [4], and how to meet efficiently
both users’ social requirements [16] and systems’ technical ones before performing
adaptive privacy mechanisms. Consequently, the manner of adequately capturing these
attributes is of major importance.

In order to address that, this paper proposes the development of an interdisci-
plinary measurement scale, embodying constructs and validated metrics from both pri-
vacy and sociological literature, aiming to identify in depth and to categorize users’
socio-contextual attributes in order that they are introduced into self-adaptive privacy
behavioural research models within cloud. The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents self-adaptive privacy preserving schemes, introduced in previous lit-
erature. Section 3 analyzes the need to focus on users’ socio-contextual attributes, based
on social identity and capital constructs, since these have been indicated to impact on
users’ privacy management and reflect efficiently users’ social landscape. Section 4,
after analyzing previous privacy validated measures, presents the constructs and metrics
that our scale includes. Finally, Sect. 5 concludes our work.
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2 Self-adaptive Privacy Preserving Schemes

Users’ privacy safeguards within several applications are not adequately underpinned
due to static privacy settings that do not fulfill their complex privacy needs in different
situations and contexts [6]. Up to this, the necessity for the deployment of dynamic
self-adaptation privacy processes is indicated, as a more proper way to support users’
needs during their interactions within the systems [17]. To achieve that, according to
[14], classified interaction strategies should be applied, which facilitate the connection
among users and systems during three stages: a) privacy awareness, b) justification &
privacy decision, c) control capabilities. In these stages, the inclusion of users’ cognitive
processes is crucial, so that preferences can be expressed and privacy settings employed
in an adjusting way. Additionally, [18] supports that systems should enable users to
select the information disclosure level, by providing the context and the control level
over this information, indicating four operations to be performed. These concern moni-
toring, analysis, design and implementation, which should utilize not only frameworks
that identify user’s roles and interconnections, but also research behavioral models that
indicate privacy threats and calculate users’ benefits contrary to information disclosure
cost. Thereby, an effective adaptive privacy scheme should provide the proper privacy
features [12], capturing users’specific elements based on indicative behavioral models
for their privacy management.

Towards this, adaptive solutions under the differential privacy scheme have been sug-
gested fromboth theoretical and application perspectives [12, 19].However, they are sub-
sequent tomany limitations, satisfying only specific criteria, such as: anonymity [20, 21],
systems’ access control architecture [22], noise insertion [19], sensitive ratings based
on social recommendation [23] or streams data aggregation in real time [2]. So, several
challenges cannot be addressed, since only static data were considered and the metrics
used were proper only for static data as well. Most of them did not consider real-time
aggregated data with high accuracy. The proposed algorithms were only optimally accu-
rate, as it was difficult to have them applied to non-linear queries. Anonymity could not
be applied in caseswhere userswillingly disclosed information.Others solutions focused
particularly on context-adaptive privacy schemes and mechanisms in order to provide
the proper privacy-preserving recommendation and automatization [17]. Previous works
put emphasis on users’ perceived privacywithin smart environments, exploring the grade
of their awareness [24], investigate users’ personal privacy risks contrary to their disclo-
sure benefits within pervasive scenarios [25], examine the interrelation between privacy
and context [26]. In [12] authors explored the interactions among users and their envi-
ronments, based on users’ requests for providing a balanced privacy protection scheme.
However, these works rather focused on a specific element than the context as whole,
while they ignored the interrelated users’ contextual information in depth. In cases that
interrelations were deeper considered, the solutions were based mainly on anonymity,
while once again users’ social attributes were statically analyzed. Efforts for these chal-
lenges to be addressed are described in following. [27] present a calendar for providing
users with context-adaptive privacy by detecting present persons and giving schedule
visibility according to their privacy preferences. In [28] authors proposed an Adaptive
Privacy Policy framework to protect users’ pictures within cloud, considering users’
social settings, pictures’ content and metadata. However, these works, focusing more on
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users’ control, may provoke information and choice overload, making themmore doubt-
ful for their privacy decisions [5]. Furthermore, many works focused on context while
exploring the location parameter [29–31]. Thus, despite the fact that location provides
context information, it practically concerns only one attribute of a user’s specific con-
text [32]. In [33], authors, based on users’ (un)awareness during information disclosure,
aimed to determine their expected privacy utility deriving from the design of specified
privacy objectives. However, the relationship among end-users and software designers
is considered only from the designers’ viewpoint. Other works examine context in social
networks based only on users’ friends’ history ratings in order to provide recommenda-
tions, failing thus to distinguish the sensitive information ratings [23]. The contextual
integrity framework in [10], considered to be a promising approach for implementing
adaptive privacy mechanisms, supported that different stakeholders should comply with
certain privacy principles in sensitive information transfer in each context. Although this
has set the ground and put added value on the examination of users’ socio-contextual
attributes, it stands only for users’ unique contexts in order to define their daily privacy
experiences [8]. Authors in [5, 34] argued that by using recommender system algo-
rithms, users’ privacy preferences could be predicted based on their known characteris-
tics. Consequently the systems may provide automatic smart settings according to users’
disclosure behavior. Posing, thus, the question of how users’ social characteristics could
be measured efficiently, they propose the user-tailored privacy framework to address it.
Based on this concept, authors in [35] found in their study on Facebook, that the optimal
recommended adaptive privacy methods are different for each specific privacy setting,
depending on users’ awareness and familiarity with the privacy features. Despite the
innovativeness of these last works, it should be noted that they ignore that recommen-
dations themselves maybe untrustworthy, since current literature has shown that privacy
leaks may occur, based on users’ influence from systems’ provisions [23]. Additionally,
they do not consider users’ off line attributes that may affect their privacy behaviors. In
general, previous works examine fragmentally users’ socio-contextual attributes. They
focalize separately either on space or time, or on static social information, provided
only within the systems, overlooking users’attributes beyond them, which may also be
important for implanting privacy settings. Additionally, they are not flexible enough to
execute proper privacy analysis that considers both users’ social interactions and users
and systems’ interactions as well. Therefore, the main question posed is how to cap-
ture efficiently users’ social attributes in and out of informational systems that affect
their privacy management, in order to develop the proper behavioral models, which will
enable an optimal design for self-adaptive privacy preserving schemes.

3 Exploring Users’ Socio-contextual Attributes

Since cloud services are provided in a more personalized and context-aware way, the
need to further understand users’ differences in privacy management is indicated [4].
Within context-privacy approaches, and in our opinion beyond them, the definition of
privacy is grounded on users’ relationships, actors’ actions, information and context,
while this definition may vary across contexts [11]. Users’ privacy notions and decisions
are determined by specific actions in specific contexts, such as, the sensitivity in which
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decisions aremade, the input from other users’ decisions, the default privacy settings and
the available options among them [34]. Despite these acknowledgements, the limited
understanding on users’ socio-contextual attributes that should be analyzed at runtime
for self-adaptive privacy schemes has also been highlighted [3, 15].

Most of the current approaches do not consider users’ semantic context informa-
tion [29] and therefore in order to move beyond a fragment exploration of users’ social
attributes, a more user-distinct approach is needed. This should reflect both users’ social
contexts (e.g. family, employment, hobbies) and technological contexts (e.g. services,
platforms, settings) [8], as well as their contextual changes [3], which impact on their
social and technical privacy norms. As [34] support a critical step, in order to provide
adequate self-adaptive privacy, is to determine its privacy calculus. The examination of
how information disclosure is across users and how context-dependent it is will provide a
deeper insight on the privacy risks and the social benefits that users consider during infor-
mation disclosure, on the ways they value these and on how they are affected by systems’
settings and provisions. In this regard, in order to determine users’ social and privacy
needs, previous literature has highlighted the importance of social capital theory [36, 37]
and the identity theories (e.g. digital identity, personal identity) [38, 39]. With reference
to social networks sites (SNS), as the most widespread cloud-computing environment,
it has been shown that self-disclosure is a prerequisite, so as users to access information
resources and gain social capital benefits within these, which are determined by shared
values, common codes of communication and common decision criteria [40]. Thus,
this exchanging procedure between social capital benefits and information disclosure
leads to many privacy circumventions [37]. Although this is a recognized finding among
researchers, still the perplexed relation between social capital and privacy management
has not been examined efficiently [7, 37], due to piecemeal users’ social capital investi-
gation, which is taking place without considering users’ specific context both online and
offline. Networks’ shared values and common practices, indicating users’ social capi-
tal also reflect their social context and identity [41]. Up to this, previous literature has
shown that, even though privacy management varies substantially among users, specific
subgroups with similar privacy behaviours can be identified when their demographics or
other shared attributes aremapped [5]. In this regard, some interestingworks that explore
users’ social attributes in order to achieve self-adaptive privacy deployment within SNS
have been elaborated [42, 43]. However, these works ignore that users are defined by
multiple social identities, as social identity theory supports [44], which respectively dif-
ferentiate their behaviours in each specific context, while users’ attributes were narrowed
to these that were presented within SNS. Consequently, in order to address the question
of how to capture efficiently users’ socio-contextual attributes in and out of informational
systems that affect their privacy management, we argue that we should take input from
both sociological and privacy literature, providing an interdisciplinary approach based
on metrics from both disciplines. The first step for this exploration is to focus on the
measurement of users’ social identity and social capital in combination, since they are
reinforced concepts and they are both indicated by previous privacy literature as signif-
icant parameters that affect privacy management,. Social identity refers to individuals’
categorization in social groups, such as nations or organizations, indicating a category
prototype. This prototype is defined by a set of attributes, which are intertwined, showing
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both similarities within the group and differences between the group and other groups.
Prototypes also highlight the ways individuals are supposed to express their attitudes and
to behave as category members. Additionally, they are typically not distinctive and tend
to be shared, in and out of the groups, describing groups and identities, leading respec-
tively to the determination of different groups’ attitudes and group memberships [45].
However, individualsmay belong tomore than one category prototype and therefore they
formulate multiple identities, resulting in several conflicts. In order to further understand
their behaviours under this multiplicity, a social identity taxonomy is suggested in [44],
as follows: a) person-based social identities, indicating individual’s incorporation of
the group attributes as a part of their self-concept figuration, b) relational social iden-
tities, reflecting individual’s self under interactions with other group members within
a specific context, c) group-based social identities, indicating the categories in which
an individual belongs and d) collective identities, reflecting individual’s self, based on
group membership that differentiates them from the others.

Thereby, we support that the measurement of users’ social identity based on this
taxonomy and the interpretation of their social identity individual and collective pro-
cesses will specify the attributes (e.g. the groups they belong, their leisure activities) that
eventually define their privacy norms and influence their privacy management within a
specific context. Previous literature has already shown that many privacy leaks derive
from users’ inadequate management of their multiple identities [38]. Additionally, as
we pointed out before, this exploration should come along with users’ social capital
measurement simultaneously. Through this interrelated measurement, we will be able
not only to define users’ social norms, but also to capture the advantages that users con-
sider they will gain by disclosing information, since social capital has been shown to
be one of the major factors that affects the balance among users’ social interactions and
privacy needs [37]. Finally, we consider that the second step, for this interdisciplinary
exploration to be achieved, should be the utilization of privacy metrics indicated by
previous literature. In this regard, in the next section, the development of our interdisci-
plinary measurement scale is presented, aiming to provide a more holistic interpretation
of users’ privacy management, which may be useful in the developing of self-adaptive
privacy aware systems.

4 An Interdisciplinary Scale for Self-adaptive Privacy

4.1 Previous Privacy Management Metrics

Privacy, as a multifaceted concept, has very often descriptive and measurable interactive
functionswithin a society [9].Hence, severalmeasurement scales have been developed to
examine users’ privacy management issues [46, 47]. Thus, plenty of them do not include
different socio-technical parameters that impact on users’ privacy management, meeting
privacy as one-bivariate construct. Additionally, they are usually not appropriately vali-
dated [4, 48]. In this regard, we moved on the examination among the existed validated
privacy measurement scales, those of which consider even loosely users’ personal and
socio-contextual factors on privacy management.
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One of the most used validated privacy scale in previous literature, was the Concern
for Information Privacy scale, developed by [49], which focuses on users’ privacy con-
cerns in more detail. This identified four dimensions of privacy concerns, namely the
collection, errors, secondary use, and unauthorized access to information. Emphasizing
also on privacy concerns construct, authors in [50] introduced a scale to examine control,
awareness and collection of users’ personal information, while they adopted measures
from other previousworks, such as, unauthorized secondary use, improper access, global
information privacy concerns and intention to give information. Users’ social and con-
textual attributes that were examined, concerned sex, age, education, internet experience,
misrepresentation of identification and privacy victim, while most of them were adapted
from [49]. In [51] authors developed a scale, based on the construct of privacy con-
cerns as well, presenting metrics for internet privacy concerns and social awareness.
However, this scale does not focus on users’ individual social attributes, but mostly
on users’ awareness regarding social reality. In [52] authors intended to predict users’
on line privacy concerns by developing metrics for users’ needs for privacy, their self-
efficacy, their beliefs in privacy rights and their concerns about general online privacy and
organizational privacy, as well their internet fluency and use diversity. However, these
metrics ignored users’ other significant socio-contextual attributes, besides gender. [48]
introduced a new scale, validated on a group of students, which, beyond attitudinal and
behavioral privacy concerns items and privacy caution metrics, included technical pri-
vacy protection ones as well. Thus, the users’ attributes that were considered concerned
only gender, age and educational status regarding their technology-based courses or not.
In [53], focusing on Internet Privacy Concerns, authors adopted items from [49] and [50]
and they provided metrics for the collection, secondary usage, errors, improper access,
control and awareness constructs. [47] developed metrics for users’ privacy concerns,
privacy risks, privacy control, privacy awareness and users’previous privacy experience.
In both [47, 53], users’ social attributes were equally fragmentary explored, focusing
only on demographics such as gender, age and internet usage frequency. An interesting
scale was developed by [46], which considered not only users’ demographics but also
their roles, their common bonds and identity within an organization, presenting metrics
for both individual and group privacy management. However, this scale does not con-
sider the peculiarities of each users’ context besides the examined organization. More
recent works [54] introduced scales regarding collective privacy management within
social network sites, focusing thus only on users’ groups within social media. Finally, in
[4] work, a scale, considering how users’ personal data ecosystem, prior experiences and
demographic characteristics may impact on their beliefs regarding the benefits and con-
sequences of their adaptive cyber security behavior, was developed. Despite the novelty
of this work, including several privacy-related metrics and considering users’ individual
differences and context, it should be mentioned that it focuses on users’ online contexts,
while it ignores their groups’ privacy norms, studying only individual differences. In
general, most of previous works tend to focus on informational privacy concept, while
their metrics usually spotlight specific privacy constructs, such as privacy concerns,
risks, trust, data collection [48], neglecting users’ socio-contextual attributes. There-
fore, they do not provide a more socio-technical perspective that would enable a further
understanding of the relations among users’ practices and technical data [5]. To our best
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knowledge, a measurement scale meeting these issues and focusing on self-adaptive pri-
vacy management in particular has not been developed in previous literature. Thereby,
our aim is to develop systematicmetrics for quantifying users’ socio-contextual attributes
that could be introduced into self-adaptive privacy behavioural research models within
cloud. To address that, taking into consideration that existing privacy scales could ben-
efit from expansion manifold [48], while the combination of the advantages of previous
privacy metrics may improve the level of privacy within cloud [2], we present in the
following subsection the development of a measurement scale that not only leverages
the advantages of previous ones, but also includes metrics from sociological literature,
emphasizing on social identity and social capital constructs.

4.2 Scale Development

Social Identity Metrics
As [5] emphatically supports “because privacy behaviors are contextualized, users’
actions are based on complex identities that include their culture, world view, life expe-
rience, personality, intent, and so on, and they may thus perceive different features as
risky and safe”. Therefore, in order to further understand users’ privacy management,
it is important to increase the range of the constructs to be measured, taking input from
social identity constructs and metrics. To address that, apart from the user’s extended
demographic attributes, our scale introduces a number of constructs and metrics, used
in [55], in which an online Social Identity Mapping (oSIM) tool was designed to assess
the multidimensional and intertwined nature of individuals’ social identities. Beyond
previous sociological works, which fail to identify the full extent of individuals’ social
group memberships and to interpret the interrelated nature of their multiple identities,
limiting the social identity related information that could be analyzed [56], the oSIM
may enable not only the identification of individuals’ self-definitional attributes, but also
these of their networks, collecting information regarding their relationships within their
groups [55]. Even though this issue has been explored inmany domains (e.g. work, health
services, substance abuse), privacy, and self-adaptive privacy in particular, it does not
constitute one of the cases where users’ only separate identities or social networks have
been fragmentary examined. In this regard, oSIM, compatible with [44] social identity
taxonomy, may offer a deep insight on users’ identity categories in a range of different
life contexts, since it is based on previous scales that could be used at the same time.
Based on this, in our measurement scale, the following constructs and their respective
metrics are included, in Table 1, using mostly a 5-Point Likert scale.

Social Capital Metrics
Literature suggests that themore groupswithin individuals belong to, themore likely they
are to have access to resources [55]. Bonding and bridging are two of the basic types of
social capital that provide informational resources within online social networks. Bond-
ing social capital concerns the development of coherent ties among individuals within
tight networks, experiencing similar situations and exchanging support and trust, such as
family or close friends. Bridging social capital refers to the development of connective
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Table 1. Social identity constructs and metrics

Constructs Items

Belonging in groups Listing users’ groups both offline and online, indicating: a)
Demographic: (e.g. American), b) Broad opinion-based: (e.g.,
feminist), c) Leisure or social: (e.g., theatre group), d) Family or
friendship, e) Community: (e.g., belief -based or volunteer), f) Sporting
or well-being: (e.g., tennis club, yoga, g) Work or professional: (e.g.,
marketing team), h) Health related: (e.g. cancer support group), i)
other users’ indicative groups [55]

High-contact groups Rating of how often individuals interact within each of their offline and
online declared group [55]

Positive groups Rating individuals’ perceived positivity for each of their offline and
online declared group [55]

Representative groups Rating of how representative individuals feel for each of their offline
and online declared group [55]

Supportive groups Rating of how much support individuals receive from each of their
offline and online declared group [55]

Identity importance a) Overall, my group membership [group inserted] has very little to do
with how I feel about myself, b) The group [insertion] I belong to is an
important reflection of who I am, c) The group [insertion] I belong to
is unimportant to my sense of what kind of a person I am, d) In
general, belonging to this group [insertion] is an important part of my
self -image [57]

Identity harmony 3 pairwise items: 1. a) Membership in one group [group inserted] has
a very harmful or conflictual effect on the other[group inserted] & b)
Membership in one group [group inserted] has a very facilitative or
helpful effect on the other[group inserted]. 2. a) Membership in one
group [group inserted] always takes up so much time and energy that
it makes it hard to fulfill the expectations of the other group [group
inserted] & b) Membership in one group [group inserted] always frees
up time and energy for me to fulfill the expectations of the other group
[group inserted]. 3. a) This group [group inserted] always expect
conflicting behaviors from me & b) This group [group inserted] always
expect the same behaviors from me” [57]

ties among individuals within vulnerable, heterogeneous and diverse networks, expe-
riencing different situations, without a common sense of belonging [40]. These types
also were indicated that influence users’ privacy management [37]. As a result, these
constructs are included in our scale, using a 5-Point Likert system, incorporating the
metrics derived from [58], as the most used and validated scales in previous privacy
research (Table 2).
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Table 2. Social capital constructs and metrics

Constructs Items

Bonding social capital a) If I urgently needed 100e someone from online social network
(OSN) could lend me, b) People from my OSN could provide good job
references for me, c) I do not know anyone well enough to get him/her
to do anything important, d) When I feel lonely there are several
people on my OSN I could talk to, e) There are several people on my
OSN I trust to solve my problems and f) I do not know anyone well
enough from my OSN to get him/her to do anything important [58]

Bridging social capital a) Interacting with people in my OSN makes me want to try new
things, b) I am willing to spend time on supporting community
activities, c) I meet new people very often, d) Interacting with people
in my OSN makes me want to try new things, e) Interacting with
people in my OSN makes me feel like a part of a larger community”
and f) “Interacting with people in my OSN makes me realize that
somehow we are all connected worldwide”[58]

Privacy Management Related Metrics
Based on previous privacy measurements, analyzed in Subsect. 4.1, the following
privacy-related constructs and metrics will be included in our scale, using a 5-Point
Likert scale (strongly disagree-strongly agree) (Table 3).

Our interdisciplinarymeasurement scale, while adopting constructs and their respec-
tive metrics from sociological and privacy literature, aims to provide multiple informa-
tion about individuals’ social landscape as they experience it, allowing a coherent inter-
relation both with their privacy norms and behaviours. All social media platforms and
the majority of webservices nowadays are based on CCEs. Security and privacy issues
in CCEs require specific attention since they bring new types of threats that design-
ers should be aware of when designing respective services [59]. Additionally to the
technical security and privacy aspects in CCEs the quantification of the types of users’
social identities (e.g. parent, employee, husband), the types of their social groups (e.g.
volunteer, feminist, tennis) and the types of their social capital benefits will provide
researchers with a further understanding of users’ privacy management within CCE,
since users’ belonging to several identities and groups influences their privacy attitudes
and behaviours. Consequently, it will lay the ground for the identification of users’
social privacy requirements in CCE, accordingly to their attributes, providing software
developers with more concrete guidelines for designing self-adaptive privacy preserving
schemes. Its utilization will also enable the developers to support GDPR enforcement,
e.g. by providing users the ability to assess the options among their own privacy prefer-
ences and the systems’ choices, in order for an effective decision-making procedure to
be followed that respects subjects’ data rights and satisfies their needs. Therefore, the
development of an instrument such as the proposed scale, which is the first that promotes
a self-adaptive privacy behavioural research model within CCE, has potential for both
research and design practices in the field of self-adaptive privacy.
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Table 3. Privacy management related Constructs and Metrics

Constructs Items

Beliefs in privacy rights a) users’ right to be left alone, b) users’ right to use
Internet anonymously, c) no gathering of disclosed
personal information without users’ consent and d) users’
right control on their personal information [53]

Privacy concerns a) I am concerned about my online information being
linked to my publicly available offline one, b) I am
concerned that the information I submit on Cloud Services
(CS) could be misused, c) I’m concerned that too much
personal information is collected by so many CS, d) It
usually concerns me when I am asked to provide personal
information on CS, e) I am concerned that others can find
private information about me online, f) I am concerned
about providing personal information on CS, because it
could be used in a way I did not foresee. [4, 47]

Information collection a) It usually bothers me when CS ask me for personal
information, b) When CS ask me for personal information,
I sometimes think twice before providing it and c) It
bothers me to give personal information to so many CS
[49, 50]

Self-disclosure a) I frequently talk about myself online, b) I often discuss
my feelings about myself online, c) I usually write about
myself extensively online, d) I often express my personal
beliefs and opinions online, e) I disclose my close
relationships online and f) I often disclose my concerns
and fears online [54]

Trusting beliefs a) CS would be trustworthy in information handling, b)
CS fulfill promises related to the information provided by
me c) I trust that CS would keep my best interests in mind
when dealing with my provided information [50]

Privacy control a) I have control over who can get access to my personal
information online, b) I always optimize my privacy
settings when I create an online profile, c) I consider the
privacy policy of CS where I give out personal
information, d) I would opt out of a service due to privacy
issues, e) I only upload information online that is suitable
for everyone that can see [4, 46, 47, 54]

(continued)
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Table 3. (continued)

Constructs Items

Privacy awareness a) Personal information is of value to CS providers, b) I
am aware of the privacy issues and practices in CS, c) CS
providers do not have the right to sell users personal
information, d) I follow the developments about privacy
issues and violations within cloud, e) I keep myself
updated on privacy solutions that law and CS employ and
f) I am aware of protecting my personal information from
unauthorized access [4, 47]

Collaborative privacy management a) Prior to disclosing content, my group members (group
inserted) and I discuss the appropriate privacy settings, b)
I ask for approval before disclosing content from those
group members involved (group inserted), c) My group
members (group insert-ed) ask for approval before
uploading content concerning myself [55]

Self-disclosure cost–benefit a) The risk posed to me if personal information is exposed
outweighs the benefits of sharing it, b) In general, my need
to obtain CS is greater than my concern about privacy, c)
I am happy to provide personal information to support
government policy and d) I value the personalized CS I
received from providing such personal information [4]

5 Conclusions

The emerge of Self-Adaptive Privacy schemes within CCE has been highlighted, aiming
to protect users’ privacy according to their social and privacy needs. Although ambitious
self-adaptive privacy approaches have been introduced, these fail to capture efficiently
users’ socio-contextual attributes that influence their privacy management. To address
that, we introduced the development of an interdisciplinary systematic metrics for quan-
tifying users’ socio-contextual attributes and privacy management, aiming to establish
a research instrument, which focuses on the field self-adaptive privacy within cloud
environments. Our scale takes input from constructs and metrics, derived from both
sociological and privacy literature, enabling a wider exploration of the factors affecting
self-adaptive privacy management. Specifically, it concludes seven constructs of social
identity theory, namely, belonging in groups, high-contact groups, positive groups, rep-
resentative groups, supportive groups, identity importance, identity harmony and two
constructs of social capital theory, bonding and bridging social capital, since social iden-
tity and social capital have been indicated to affect users’ privacy management. Contrary
to previous privacy literature, the constructs of the two major concepts (social identity-
social capital) are not only considered separately but in combination, since they reinforce
one another. As far as the included privacy constructs is concerned, while previous pri-
vacy literature tends to focus on constructs such as collection, control, authorized use
and awareness, our own provides more extensive ones, such beliefs in privacy rights,
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self-disclosure, trusting beliefs, collaborative privacymanagement, self-disclosure cost–
benefit, aiming to address all the emerged issues regarding self-adaptive privacy within
cloud. In this regard, our scale provides the thoroughly identification of users’ social
landscape interrelated with their privacy behaviours and its utilization is expected to
lay the ground for the developers to meet efficiently both users’ social requirements
and systems’ technical ones, before performing adaptive privacy mechanisms in cloud.
Thus, this work as a first step to establish solid empirical structures among the social and
technical aspects of privacy. Despite its novelty, since our presented approach is part of
our ongoing project on the identification of socio-technical requirements in self adaptive
privacy, the validation of the proposed measurement scale is critical towards leveraging
knowledge about the respective issues, so that the adequate design of these systems is
achieved.
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